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Polish leader Walesa
to speak in April
BY DAVID SHARGEL
Editor in Chief
In perhaps the most signific-
ant speaking event of the year,
former President of Poland Lech
Walesa will visit Kenyon April 20.
Walesa began as an electrician
in a Gdansk shipyard in 1967 and
became the leader of the Solidari-
ty movement which started there
during a worker strike in 1980.
Walesa, terminated from his elect-
rician job, climbed the perimeter
wall of the L enin Shipyard in Au-
gust of that year and encouraged
his fellow workers to fight for free
trade unions, which were eventua-
lly conceded by Polish commun-
ists. The new union which was
created was christened "Solidar- -'
ity."
Walesa was interned after a
government crackdown in 1981
and released a year later. In 1983,
Walesa won the Nobel Peace Prize.
Six years later, in 1989, Walesa
Smart honored for
academics, activities
BY SETH GOLDEN
Staff Reporter
Shaka Smart 99 has been sel-
ected to USA Today's 10th annual
All-US- A College Academic First
Team. A panel of judges chose 20
students from 984 nominated by
schools across the country based
on the criteria of grades, awards
and activities, leadership roles and
public service. Smart, featured in
lSA Today's Feb. 25 edition, re-
ceived a $2500 cash award for his
selection.
"It totally came out of the blue
--
1 was pretty surprised; obviously
I was thrilled. It's a really nice
honor to have especially to make
my Mom proud and the people in
my family proud, because I know
stuff like that means a lot to them,"
said Smart
The panel ofjudges chose the
Madison, Wis. native for his re- -
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Lech Walesa
was elected the first non-commun- ist
Prime Minister of Poland but
was defeated in the 1995 presiden-
tial election.
One Time Magazine descrip-
tion of Walesa said that without
Walesa, Poland's transition from
communism to democracy might
never have occurred. The Solidar-
ity movement is thought to be an
essential turning point for Polish
see WALESA, page three
Erin MahanShaka Smart '99
search on legal and social identifi-
cation of multiracial people in the
United Stales, studying race-consciousn- ess
in the south side of Chi-
cago, co-captain- ing the basketball
team, being a basketball big
brother, teaching a summer pro-
gram for inner-cit- y high school
students, working on faculty selec-
tion committees and the
Multicultural Admissions Com- -
see SMART, page two
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ESTABLISHED 1856
Waite donates $1 million
Orchestra room in Storer Hall named for
Kenyon trustee Charles Waite
and his wife Angela recently do-
nated $1 million to the capital
campaign "Claiming Our Place:
The Campaign for Kenyon." The
money will be used in part to
supplement the building costs of
the orchestra room in the new mu-
sic building, Storer Hall, which
will be attached to the existing
music building, Rosse Hall.
Storer Hall, which will be
ready for use in the 1999-200- 0
academic year, will add practice
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At the history department chili dinner, history majors share good times
held in Weaver Cottage Friday, was also a celebration for seniors, whose
Student Council tables proposal
Greek Council develops alternative option
BY HILARY LOWB RIDGE
Senior Staff Reporter
Student Council has tabled
the proposal for "Senate 2000,"
a proposal to merge Student
Council and the campus Senate
into one governing body and re-
move any Greek vote. Council
reached this decision because of
a counter proposal in the works
by the Greek Council.
In response to the recent
proposal of "Senate 2000,"
Greek Council has developed a
Thursday, March 4, 1999
'We're overwhelmed by the commitment to
the College's music program that the Waites
and others have shown in this campaign.'
Benjamin Locke
rooms, faculty offices, a green
room, a lobby, a recital hall, and a
recording studio.
Charles Waite, a graduate of
Harvard Business School, has a
longstanding connection with
Kenyon College which dates back
proposal which will ultimately
make it a more autonomous
body, with its own governing
system.
"We are proposing that the
Greek Council has a separate
Greek Senate consisting of fac-
ulty and administration that we
would answer to as opposed to
the current system where we are
regulated by the Campus Senate"
said President of Greek Council
Candice Jones '00. "We feel that
this proposal is a fair comprO-se- e
COUNCIL, page two
to campaign
Waite in gratitude
to the undergraduate careers of his
children Charles "Chad" Waite Jr.
'77 and Catherine Waite '81, as
well as his daughter-in-la- w, Susan
Butterfield Waite '78. He has
served as a member of the Parents'
see WAITE, page two
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Megan Buhr
and good food. The gathering,
comps had just been completed.
Friday
Rainy.
High 40s, low 30s.
Saturday
Cloudy.
High 40s.
Sunday
Cloudy.
High 40s, low 30s.
Monday
Cloudy.
High 40s, low 20s.
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Old Kenyon fire remembered
Three separate memorials honor victims of 1949 fire
BY MORGAN FRITZ
Staff Reporter
Three memorial services were
held Saturday in honor of the vic-
tims of the 1949 Old Kenyon fire.
The first of these services,
held at Old Kenyon at 7 p.m., was
organized by the Lady Rosse
Historical Society. During the
service a firsthand recollection of
the tragedy was read by Zach
Nowak '99, prayers were offered
by the Reverend Steve Carlsen,
rector of Harcourt Parish and
Michael Cooper, Hillel advisor
and Dean of Students Donald J.
Omahan made the closing re-
marks. The Blake Bell in the
Bullfinch Spire of Old Kenyon
Council:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
mise for both Greek Council and
student government because we
recognize that issues that are
particularly related to Greeks
and are, in some cases, irrelevant
to the rest of the campus, force
the Senate and Student Council
to consider issues that do not ef-
fect many of their constituents,"
she said.
The proposal was written by
Greek Council, recognizing that
Student Council wishes to gain
efficiency. "We feel that, through
our proposal, we can help Stu-
dent Council fulfill this wish,"
said Jones. "We, as Greeks, will
also improve as a Council be-
cause this proposal gives us, as
individual organizations, a
vested interest in legislation and
Feb. 25, 12:50 p.m. Vehicle re-
ported damaged in Wertheimer
Fieldhouse parking lot.
Feb. 26, 1:10 p.m. Item re-
ported stolen from Weaver
Cottage.
Feb. 26, 1 1 :30 a.m. Vehicle re-
ported vandalized at the Snowden
Center.
Feb. 26, 1:06 p.m. Fire alarm
at Peirce Hall due to an activated
smoke detector. No smoke or fire
were found.
Feb. 27, 12: 32 a.m. Underage
student found in possession of
alcohol in Leonard Hall.
Feb. 27, 12:42 a.m. Underage
student found in possession of
alcohol outside Leonard Hall.
Feb. 27, 6 a.m. Vandalism
found in Lewis Hall.
Feb. 27, 6:05 a.m. Vandalism
found in Hanna Hall.
was then rung once for each of the
fire's nine victims. About 25 stu-
dents, faculty and alumni attended.
Two smaller services fol-
lowed later in the evening. A ser-
vice organized by Old Kenyon
House Manager NoelleAiello '00
was held at 10:15 p.m. and fea-
tured music from a student sing-
ing group the Stairwells. "The
symbolic meaning of their name
as well as their wonderful voices
gave a means of immediate re-
membrance," said Aiello.
In addition to the service it-
self, Aiello plans to plant a tree
outside of Old Kenyon. "I think a
permanent rememberance is nec-
essary," she said. Aiello hopes Old
Kenyon's current residents will
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different proposals
execution of our rules and regu-
lations," she said.
Regarding the proposal
from Greek Council, viewed by
Student Council Sunday, the
minutes from the Feb. 28 meet-
ing read: "The proposal was in-
complete, and the biggest objec-
tions were whether or not this
would create further and new
separation between the Greeks
and Independents, and whether
the Greek system would have the
apropriate checks."
Both Councils will continue
to discuss the issue after spring
break, and both are looking to
take something to the Senate
before the end of the school year.
Vice President of Student Life
Laura Maestas '01 is happy that
the issues are at least furthering
Feb. 27, 11:16 p.m. Underage
student found in possession of
alcohol in McBride Residence.
Feb. 28, 12:05 a.m. Unregis-
tered party and underage
possession found in a room in
Caples Residence.
Feb. 28, 12:15 a.m. Vandalism
found in Manning Hall.
Feb. 28, 12:20 a.m. Vandalism
found in M. Mather Residence.
Feb. 28, 1:45 a.m. Items re-
ported stolen from a hallway in
Norton Hall.
Feb. 28, 2:41 a.m. Unregistered
party and underage possession
found in a room in Lewis Hall.
March 1, 1 p.m. Items reported
stolen from the Environmental
Center.
March 2, 1;23 p.m. Bathroom
reported vandalized in McBride
Residence.
donate funds for plaque as part
of the tree remembrance.
Another service, organized
by Apple Plotnick '00, was held
at midnight. The service in-
cluded a speech from Associate
Professor of English Timothy
Shutt, followed by singing by the
attendants of the service.
All three services were or-
ganized and executed indepen-
dently of one another. As far as
the need for these memorial ser-
vices, "the fire is too important
an event to go by without truly
significant and fitting com-
memoration," said Lady Rosse
Historical Society member and
affiliated scholar in history An-
drew Richmond '96.
discussion about the role of stu-
dent government in general.
"There was a lot of discussion re-
garding ways we could better
communicate with the student
body at large, and I think that
generated a lot of procedures that
we want to make better use of,"
she said.
Smart: hard work
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
mi ttee and peer mentoring.
Smart conducted his research
on multiracial people in the United
States for Associate Professor of
Sociology and Legal Studies Ric
S. Sheffield during his junior year.
Currently, Smart is doing his hon-
ors project for history on the Great
Migration and the city of Chicago.
While Smart takes satisfaction
away from all his activities, he finds
basketball the most rewarding.
"Basketball is my number one,
because it's my favorite thing to do.
It's my outlet from academics here,
and I love all the guys on the team.
And I love competing and practic-
ing with the guys," said Smart.
Both Coach Richard L.
Whitmore, Head of the Men's Bas-
ketball team, and NEH Distin
Waiter father
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Advisory Council and as a trustee
since 1986. He earned an honor-
ary doctorate from Kenyon in
1997 for his "longtime loyalty"
and "careful, caring, and effective
stewardship."
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MP3 files deleted
from student drive
LBIS enforces 'academic use only' policy
Yearlv subscriptions to The Kenyon Collegian are available for $30. Checks should
be made payable to The Kenyon Collegian and sent to the BusinessAdvertising
Manager.
BY DANIEL CONNOLLY
Senior Staff Reporter
The administration has de-
leted large sound files that students
have stored on the campus com-
puter network in violation of rules
for fair use over the past few days.
Library and Information Ser-
vices system manager Dan
Frederick sent an e-m- ail to all stu-
dents Saturday afternoon announc-
ing that he would delete MP3 for-
mat sound files that students were
storing on the campus network.
MP3 is a method used to com-
press audio (usually music) into a
relatively small space on a com-
puter drive. The sound reproduced
from an MP3 file is of CD quality.
The relatively new MP3 format is
controversial, for it is often used
illegally to distribute copyrighted
material across the internet, ac-
cording to the New York Times.
Students at Kenyon are allot-
ted 100 megabytes of storage
space on the campus network, but
the network does not actually have
the space for every student to fill
his or her account up to 100 mega- -
guished Teaching Professor of His-
tory Peter Rutkoff lauded Smart's
selection. Rutkoff, along with
Sheffield, Associate Provost-Joh- n
Crowe Ransom Professor of En-
glish Ronald A. Sharp, and Profes-
sor of Psychology Michael Le vine
nominated Smart for the award.
"It certainly couldn't happen
to a better person or a better stu-
dent, a better model of what
Kenyon is all about ... You'll never
meet a harder worker, a more com-
mitted kid, somebody who really'
is involved in basketball for the
right reasons, because he loves to
play, because he feels it's worth-
while," said Whitmore. "He sets a
great example not only on the bas-
ketball floor but off the basketball
floor for all the players.
"He's just an A-num- ber one
of alumni donates $1 million
The Wakes' desire to con-
tribute specifically to the music
building stems from Angela
Waite's longtime love of music
and dance. She is a former vio-
linist with the Stanford Sym-
phony Orchestra and shares with
may also be reached via e-m- ail at
u. 1:: ..: -- i ir . .) : ,i , .uy ic lluul, miu rtcuci lus. in nis
mail. Some students were fiUk I
up their allotted space with MP3
files, slowing the network and I
threatening to fill the drives.
Dennis Bae '02 said thatLBIS
had deleted about 300 MP3 files
that he had stored on the H drive
about one week before Frederick
had sent his allstu. LBIS sent him
an e-m- ail sayiivg that the files
would be deleted'the next day, Bat
said.
LBIS guidelines stipulate thai
information stored on the campus
network must be used for aca
demic purposes, said Frederick in
his e-m- ail.
Josh Ruberg '99 said that he
had read Frederick's warning be
fore LBIS deleted about 20 MP3
files which he had stored on theH
drive. Ruberg said that though his
MP3 files were not for academic
use, LBIS had no way of knowing
this since they did not contact him
personally. It is conceivable that
MP3 files could have some ac-
ademic use, such as for a music
class or a multimedia project,
Ruberg said.
pays off
class kid and has such a bright f-
uture ahead of him. I'm proud to have
coached him; I think he's going to
do great things in his future no mat- -
ter what they are. And this honor is
well deserved," said Whitmore.
"He's a terrific, hard-workin- g,
intelligent, diligent student. He's
done just really superior work here
ever since I've known him," said
Rutkoff, Smart's faculty advisor.
"I'd say thank-yo- u to all the
professors that nominated me: Pe-
ter Rutkoff, Michael Levine, Ron
Sharp, and Ric Sheffield," said
Smart.
As for the future, Smart plans
to attending graduate school and
enroll in a graduate assistant pro-
gram, which would allow him to
both coach basketball as an assis
tant and go to school.
her husband a fondness for the
Boston Ballet.
"We're overwhelmed by the
commitment to the college's mu
sic program that the Waites and
others have shown in this cam-
paign," remarked Associate Pro
fessor of Music Benjamin Locke.
"Generations of students will ben
efit from their generosity"
Write for News
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10 Years AgO, March 2, 1989: Mount Vemon Regional High
School and Kenyon College hosted a delegation of Soviet students
visiting the United States from Poltavo, Russia as part of President
Eisenhower's "People to People" program, founded in 1956.
75 Years AgO, March l, 1984: Kenyon academic life contin-
ued to grow as faculty ratified the international studies major with a
53-3- 1 vote and seriously dicussed the passfail system proposal. The
International studies major was instituted because, according to pro-
fessor Richard Melanson, "it exposes students to a variety of view-
points and helps students make informed judgements about internat-
ional issues ... this is the very essence of a liberal arts education."
20 Years AgO, March 1. 1979: Kathy Wilson '79, in her per-
formance of "The Belle of Amherst," the one-wom- an play detailing
the life of Emily Dickinson, reexposed an interesting story. Appar-
ently former Kenyon President Gordon Keith Chalmers once tres-
passed the former home of Emily Dickinson because he'd "been to
the house so many times to call, and found it closed, --that he finally
became frustrated enough to find a loose window and break in."
35 Years AgO, March l, 1964: A Kenyon Chrisitian group
sponsored a talk on "Nuclear Weapons and Personal Responsibili-
ty" by Rev. John C. Bennett, President of the American Society for
Christian and Social Ethics and Professor of Social Ethics at Union
Theological Seminary in New York City.
Walesa: speaking
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
democracy. "His legacy is a huge
gain in freedom," the magazine
said, "not just for the Poles. His
services were, as an old Polish slo-
gan has it, 'for our freedom - and
yours.'"
Walesa is included in Time's
top 100 people of the century poll,
which includes Teddy Roosevelt,
Pope John Paul II and Margaret
Sanger. "
Walesa was originally sched-
uled to speak at Kenyon on April
1, but Walesa had to return to Po-
land for Goo Friday, April 2, to be
with his family.
"Realizing the bind he put us
in, he gave us another opportunity
to schedule him when he returned
to the U.S. to attend a NATO con-
ference in Washington as part of
the Polish faction," said Erick
Bescak '99, Student Lectureships
president.
Though the specifics of
Walesa's lecture are not clear yet,
"I can tell you that he will speak
of his own life experiences as well
as the Solidarity movement and
current European, global political
issues," said Bescak.
Walesa will begin his lecture
at 7:30 p.m. in Ernst Center. .
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Collegian announces new staff
The Collegian would like to
announce several staff changes
put into effect as of this semes-
ter. Megan Buhr '01 has taken
the position of general photo
editor, replacing Kate Bennett
'00. Buhr hails from London,
England and has worked as a
staff photographer since her first
year at Kenyon. A history major,
Buhr also takes photographs for
the yearbook.
Carolyn Hande '99 now
serves as features editor. A Nash-
ville native, Hande worked as
sports editor first semester of last
year prior to taking a semester
abroad in Ecuador. Hande re-
sumed work as a co-edit- or for
sports first semester of this year
before moving to the features sec-
tion. She is an international stud-
ies major with a minor in anthro-
pology.
Ericka Hively '02 worked as
Diversions editor last semester and
now serves as layout assistant, pri-
marily for the features section.
Hively, who lives in Richmond,
Ind. will most likely pursue a ma-
jor in math.
Collegian veteran Jenny
McDevitt '01 has moved from
sports to the position of news edi-
tor this semester. McDevitt wrote
for the features section and did
sports layout as a first-ye- ar stu-
dent, earning a promotion sports
co-edit- or for the second semester
V
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Collegian staff members: (top) Dean
Megan Buhr '01 (bottom) Jenny M
of her first year on staff. She
served as a co-edit- or for the sports
section last semester, as well.
McDevitt, from Livonia, Mich., is
an English major with an empha-
sis in creative writing.
Ned Salter '99 has been ap-
pointed business manager this se-
mester. An economics major from
Chesnut Hill, Mass., Salter hopes
his work with the Collegian will
help him gain experience for a job
in business after he graduates.
Kassie Scherer '01 has been
named Sports Photo Editor this
semester for her consistently out-
standing work with sports photog-
raphy. Scherer is an international
''
Lauren Johnston
Simakis '02, Ian Showalter '99,
Devitt '01 and Carolyn Hande '99.
studies major from Barrington, Dl
A sportswriter for the past two
years, Ian Showalter '99 has taken
over as sports editor this semester.
An English and political science
major from Ephrata, Penn.,
Showalter also plays the saxo-
phone.
Finally, Dean Simakis '02
serves as the editor of the Diver-
sions page and also designed the
new page, "Hijinx Ensues."
Simakis has been a part of sev-
eral drama productions and is a
new inductee to the comedy
group, 1033. Simakis lives in
Cleveland and will pursue a ma-
jor in English or drama.
Summer away in DC!
tpend your summer at the virtual pulse-K- S
point of world affairs Washington, DC.
World-renown- ed George Washington
University offers you more than 700 courses
from the arts to math and computer science
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your chosen field. Take in the museums,
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on miles of bike and jogging trails. There's
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foreign lands.
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adventurous students in an enriching exper-
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Greek autonomy
The proposal for a.Greek
Colleg ian
Senate separate from
student government could remove these
organizations from their place in Kenyon life.
Student Council's proposal to reform student government, "Sen-
ate 2000," was voted on and passed two weeks ago, but later tabled for
further discussion. The main controversial issue is the fate of Greek
representation should the Greek Council lose orretain its voting seat
on the Campus Senate?
At the Feb. 28 Student Council meeting, Greek Council submit-
ted a "compromise" proposal that would radically change how Greek
organizations are regulated. Under this proposal, Greek organizations
would become significantly more autonomous and be regulated not by
campus Senate but by a Greek Senate composed of faculty and
administrators.
According to Greek Council President Candice Jones '00, the
changes will "give us, as individual organizations, a vested interest in
legislation and execution of our rules and regulations."
Aside from requiring a major change in the College constitution,
this proposal could seriously alter the role of Greek organizations on
campus. This autonomy would make fraternities and sororities more
like regular organizations and less an integral part of the Kenyon
residential community.
By entirely removing its relationship with student government,
Greek Council is in a way saying that it will no longer play a major role
in the community.
Kenyon's fraternities have played a key part in the history and
development of the college. And although the role has changed greatly
in the last few decades, most noticeably when the college admitted
women, they are still a popular and necessary part of the community.
This year's large pledge class, which by far outnumbers those of the
past few years, is proof that Greek life is not dying.
With Greek organizations so prominent, it seems ill-advis- ed for
them to move away from direct involvement in the college and
towards autonomy. This move could only drive a further wedge
between Greeks and the rest of the community.
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OPINION
Why was Berry executed?
BY DANIEL CONNOLLY
Staff Columnist
Wilford Berry was put to death
by lethal injection on February 19
for the 1989 murder of Cleveland
baker Charles MitroffJr. It was the
first execution in Ohio since 1963.
Berry was 36.
Known as "the Volunteer",
Berry had been an active lobbyist
for his own demise since his arrest,
when he agreed to cooperate with
officials on the condition that he be
given the death penalty. In the sen-
tencing phase of his trial in the
summer of 1 990, he suggested that
the jury give him the death penalty
rather than a lengthy sentence.
While on death row, he wrote obs-
cenity-filled letters to public
officials asking that his execution
be expedited. He waived his right
to appeal in 1995, against the
wishes of his public defenders and
family, who continued to wage le-
gal war on his behalf up to the
eleventh hour.
The wish to die rather than to
face life imprisonment may seem
rational, but Berry's death wish
was clearly that of a mentally ill
man who had been suicidal for
most of his life. His execution was,
as several critics put it, "state-assiste- d
suicide."
The child of mentally ill par-
ents, Berry was abused physically
and sexually throughout his child-
hood, according to articles published
in the Columbus Dispatch and the
Plain Dealer before his execution.
He first attempted suicide at age
nine. At 14, Berry was committed to
a home for emotionally disturbed
youth after taking a butcher knife to
school. He stayed there for 15 months
and was diagnosed with "severe
Fmmmuw tiutnsft
The other day at the Kenyon
women's basketball game, I real-
ized I was witnessing athletics at
its finest: the blood, the sweat and
the spit that make up a truly com-
petitive women's sports team.
So, my question is, why does
everyone call us Ladies? Isn't that
a term football coaches use to taunt
their players? I learned in the halls
of elementary school that "lady" is
just a glossed over version ofwimp
(or even perhaps some less accept-
able variation). However, just to
clear up some definitions, I looked
up "lady" in Webster's and it said:
1. A woman of refinement and
gentle manners; 2. A woman who
looks after the domestic affairs.
All issues of gender equality
aside, how can one be a lady and
simultaneously participate in com-
petitive sports? I looked up lord
The wish to die rather than to face life impris-
onment may seem rational, but Berry's death
wish was clearly that of a mentally ill man
who had been suicidal for most of his life.
schizoid personality", but never got
the follow-u- p treatment that doctors
recommended upon his release.
While serving a prison sentence in
Texas for car theft, he was raped by
other inmates, attempted suicide
several times and was diagnosed
with schizophrenia by prison psy-
chologists. Upon his release from
prison,BerryeventuaUydriftedback
to Cleveland, where he shot and
killed Mitroff in a robbery that net-
ted Berry and an accomplice $32.50.
Mitroff had hired him just a few
days before.
Berry had been considered dan-
gerously mentally ill since his teen
years, but the treatment he received
was inconsistent His life story rep-
resents an extreme example of an
unintended consequence of
deinstitutionalization. For a variety
of reasons, many states shut down
their large mental institutions be-
tween the mid-'60- s and the early
'80s in favor of outpatient programs
such as group homes. Freeing pa-
tients from institutions is a fine idea,
but outpatient programs in many
parts of the country have often failed
to work as planned. The result is that
great numbers ofmentally ill people
in the U.S. are now either living on
the street or being held in prisons
and jails.
In my hometown (Memphis,
Tennessee), a mentally ill man,
Michael Paige, became a cause
celebre last summer after he re-
mained in jail for four months for
not paying for a $7.66 steak din
:wiuoKK
too. Here's what it said: 1. Having
power and authority over others; 2.
A ruler. Arguably, that can be
stretched into a somewhat intimi-
dating mascot.
Who in their right mind
would call a group of competi-
tive, aggressive young athletes
"ladies?" I'm an athlete, I'm a
woman but I'm certainly not a
lady. No self-respecti- ng coach
of mine would encourage me to
be gentle and refined on the field.
And I wouldn't be. I work hard,
I push and shove and sometimes
even spit. The term "lady" con-
jures of ridiculous images of
dainty little women in bonnets
drinking tea-hard- ly the ideal that
I, as a serious athlete, want to
live up to.
Can we truly embrace and at-
tempt to empower a label that
Thursday, March 4, 1999
ner. Critics pointed out that the
county jail in Memphis was the
largest de facto mental health fa-
cility in the state. Jail officials said
that 20 to 35 percent of the jail's
daily population of 2,600 were e-
ither mentally ill or mentally
retarded, an great increase from
previous years that was attributed
to a state mental health system that
the local newspaper alternately
described as' "faltering" or "fai-
ling." Advocates for the mentally
ill attacked the jail's practice of
pre-tri- al confinement of the men-
tally ill as a violation of the U.S.
Constitution.
If B erry had been placed in the
old-fashion- ed sort of institution that
existed in. the U.S. before the 1960's
we would never have heard of him.
If mental health professionals had
forced him to take his anti-psychot- ic
medication consistently as
an outpatient, Mitroff would prob-
ably still'be alive.
Instead, Berry's final years on
Death Row became a disgusting spec-
tacle, as an insane man who hadsought
death all through his life begged the
state to kill him and state officials
happily exploited this opportunity to
enacttheextremdypcfxilarcJeam pen-
alty and to appear "tough on crime."
Not only did executing Berry serve no
purpose (is the death penalty a real
punishment if the aiminal wants to
die?), but it demonstrated the great
social costs ofusing prisons rather than
mental health services to deal with the
mentally ill
contradicts our purpose? Can we
empower a term that denies our
sense of determination and
strength? These are questions I ask
myself when I hear "Go Ladies!"
right after I' ve been elbowed in the
side or kicked in the shin. It re-
sounds in the locker room while
I'm peeling off my muddy un-
iform and listening to my teammate
show off her newest bruise. That's
not very lady-lik- e. Of course not!
If our activities on the field bad
anything to do with being a lady,
we wouldn't be the successful ath-
letes that we are. It may seem picky
to jump all over the mere word
"lady". But, we cannot discount
the power of our language. And I
cannot justify busting my butt to
be called a lady.
- Susan Hopkins 01
HAVE AN OPINION? SPEAK OUT!
E-m- ail letters to the editor to COLLEGIAN
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MONDAY Au. You Gw Eat Pea no Sal
(KHOE)5-9e- x ($4.95)
TUESDAY AlYouGFjSktti(wkwe)
5-10p-
.m. ($6.15)
EVERY DAY bra Pea 1 toppng, $6.99
JlwoPea 1 wctc, $8.99
M
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She's All That (Freddy Prinze, Jr.) In this film showcasing the complexities of the
high school social scene, Prinze denerdifies a geeky girL And then he parries like it's 1999.
PAYBACK (Mel Gibson) After being double-crosse- d, a criminal attempts to track down his
wofe and former friend who ran off together.
For Showtimes and Theater Information Call 393-354- 2
iji-M- Mj Hv?ii
Analyze This (Billy Crystal, Robert de Niro) In this comedy from Harold ("Ghost-busters- ")
Ramis, dc Niro plays a Mafia boss who seeks counseling from Crystal. Go see
this movie, or the mob will break your kneecaps.'
CRUEL INTENTIONS (Ryan Phillippe, Sarah Michelle Gellar) A wealthy high schooler
bets her stepbrother that he can't deflower a pretty virgin. Fun for the whole family.
Lock Stock and Two Smoking Barrels MAnalyze This doesn't appease your hunger for
tales of the Mafia, this film features a London underworld slicks ter who loses halfa million dollars
in a card game. See this movie, or the mob will leave a decapitated horse's head on your pillow.
SkWays TO SUNDAY Just in case those Italian and British mobs aren't enough to suit your
Mafioso needs, this black comedy features the adventures of a gentile boy hired by Jewish
gangsters. Run, do not walk, to this movie, or the mob will drown your dog in matza ball soup.
The Corruptor (Mark Wahlberg, Chow Yun-Fa- t) Cohiinuing this week's completely
inexplicable mobster theme, this drama is the story of a cop who finds himself tied to the
Chinese mafia. See this film, or the mob will pelt your mother-in-la-w with sesame chicken.
The Other Sister (Juliette Lewis, Diane Keaton, Tom Skerritt) A family has
difficulty realizing their retarded daughtersister has grown up and can live independently.
Touching story of their coming to let her live and love.
For Showtimes and Theater Information Call:
AMC Theatres Lennox, Easdand, Westerville and Dublin. 614-860-82- 62
Georgesyille Square 16. 614-853-08- 50.
Mea Culpa (me-u- h kur Puh)
MY FAULT
Sample usage Man, some bad dudes sent our an allstu under my name, and
now even my homies are railing me "Dirty Dog." I left my freakin 'purer on at the
Red Door though, so I guess this things like totally mea culpa. Duuu-uuud-e.
Hiuu; to Skrvi; You Sinc.
Specials
.1978
(10 p.m. 1:45 a.m.)
PIZZAS Over 25 items to choose from
ALSO TFT:
Sues (11 kinds!) Cove Dip Sticks
Salads Seasoned and Slow bakeo Premium Prime Rib (frj. - sat
Soups Pastas Galore (5-1- 0)
Cookies (Hot, Made to Order) Hand Dipped Milk Shakes ( 1 1 flavors)
Burgers Jukes, Soda
Fish (sole)
Coragclis
Shrimp
Chicken
Appetizers Galore
PBX:5604 427-215- 2
DELIVERY 5 P.M. 1:45 A.M. SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
WE ACCEPT VISAMC FOR DELIVERIES CALL FOR DETAILS
5 .
1
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March 9
Paula Abdul Greatest Hits (Vxgin)
Afghan Whigs Uptown Avondale EP (1992 out-of-pri- nt EP of covers and one original
song) (Sub Pop)
Cornelius CM (Cornelius remixing other artists) and FM (other artists remixing
Cornelius) (Matador)
Ben Lee Breathing Tornadoes (Grand Royal)
Looper (Stuart David of Belle and Sebastian) Up a Tree (Sub Pop)
MaSePkespnts Hatiem World 7 Aownf(cleanexplidt versions) (So So Def7Columbia)
Paul McCartney and Wings Band on the Run: 25th Anniversary Edition (Capitol)
Van Morrison Back on Top (PointblankVirgin)
Naughty by Nature Greatest Hits (dean and explicit versions) (Tommy Boy)
Beth Orton Central Reservation (Arista)
Elvis Presley The Home Recordings (RCA)
Too $HORT Can't Stay Away (Jive)
WlLCO Summer Teeth (Reprise)
VARIOUS ARTISTS Hit TV: Televisions Top Themes (new recordings of contemporary tv. themes
including "Ally McBeal," "The X-File- s," "Caroline in the City," et aL) (Varese Sarabande)
Various Aw ns rs WrestUmania (RCA)
ORGINAL OUNDTRACK The Best ofShaft (music from the Shaft film series) (Hip-O- )
Original Soundtrack Life (WyclefJean score) (Interscope)
Original Soundtrack Little Me (Broadway show starring Martin Short; written by
Neil Simon, music by Cy Coleman, lyrics by Caroline Leigh) (Varese Sarabande)
March 16
Jeff Beck Who Else! (1 1 instrumental w Jan Hammer guesting on one track) (Epic)
Buck-O-Ni- ne Libido (TVT)
Deep Purple Shades (1968-199- 8) (four-dis- c box) (Warner ArchivesRhino)
H EDNOIZE Searching for the End (Wax Trax!)
Mojo Nlxon The Real Sock Ray Blue (label debut) (Shanachie)
Silverchair Neon Ballroom (w David Helfgott of "Shine" fame guesting on "Emo-
tion Sickness," and MIDNIGHT Oil guitarist Jim Moginie) (Epic)
Nancy Sinatra How Does It Feel? (DCC)
Original Soundtrack Go (featuring Natalie Imbruglia, No Doubt, et al.) (WORK Group)
March 23
Bad Company The Orginal (two-C- D retrospective w new tide) (EastWest)
Frank Black and the Catholics Pistolero (spinART)
BLACKstreet Finally (Li'l ManInterscope)
Blur 13 (Virgin)
Crash Test Dummies Give Yourselfa Hand (Arista)
Gov't Mule Live... With a Little Help from Our Friends (New Years '98 show at the
Roxy in Atlanta) (Capricorn)
Sammy Hagar Red Voodoo (MCA)
Elton John and Tim Rice Aida (RocketIsland)
MC Breed It's All Good (w 2Pac, Kurupt, Too $hort and Richie Rich guesting)
(PowerRoadrunner)
MoTORHEAD EverythingLouder Than Everyone Else (live best-of- ; tentative date) (CMC Int 1)
Sam Phillips Zero Zero Zero (best of compilation) (Vxgin)
Quiet Riot Alive &Well (Latest and Greatest) (DeadlineCleopatra)
Shaggy Best of (Virgin)
Rick Springfield Best of (RCA)
SWV Greatest Hits (RCA)
UB40 Labour ofLove III (Virgin)
Usher Live (Arista)
Various Artists Star Wars: Cocktails in the Cantina (lounge and swing versions of "Star
Wars" music) (Glue FactoryOglio)
ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK Superman: The Uliimate Collection (contains best of Superman
themes from movies, TV shows & Broadway musical) (Varese Sarabande)
Release Dates Courtesy of Ice Magazine.
Direct love letters and hate mail to Dean Semakis at simakiskkenyon.edu
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With humor and good taste, 1033 entertains
Guldin and company's new comedy troupe seeks to provide 'fun for the whole family' without offending
.
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BY JENNY MCDEVITT
News Editor
You saw the posters long be-
fore you knew what they meant.
Atfirst, 1033 was a mystery. Even-
tually revealing themselves as a
new comedy group, the founding
members opened auditions to the
entire student body. Now, fully
assembled and ready to go, 1033
hopes to be, more than anything,
funny.
1033 humor is, however,
funny on its own terms. Break-
ing away from the comedic
themes most prevalent on cam-
pus, the group aims to provide
"fun for the whole family," said
member Levin O'Connor '01.
"We want to offer a style of hu-
mor that's not offensive to
anyone."
Family is not only at the heart
of 1033, but also the reason for
its creation. A veteran of other
comedy groups at Kenyon, Scott
Guldin '99, who founded the
group, was disenchanted by the
themes presented. "I did a lot
I'm not proud of," Guldin said.
"My family came to see me, and
it was embarrassing. I wanted to
start a group that was not at all
embarrassing for family to come
and see to do a show that ev-
erybody could laugh at without
feeling uncomfortable."
The goals of 1033 seem
simple. Be funny. Make every-
one laugh. Do not offend. "We
want to create a different defini-
tion of comedy at Kenyon," said
Lindsay Maher '99. The group's
style of humor is "much more
difficult," said O'Connor. "We
have to choose our words, ideas
and themes more carefully than
ordinary," said Maria Fiorelli
'99, "for this kind of humor to
succeed."
While the members' deter-
mination alone might seem like
enough to assure the group' s suc-
cess, 1033 is measuring success
by its own standards. "We're
hoping to be well enough re-
ceived to go on next year, to
keep our brand of humor alive on
campus," said Rea Oberwetter
'99. "But just simply doing this
is more important to us, espe-
cially Scott, than how successful
we might be."
While the members of 1033
D ANDOM LJ
What do you do to
winter blahs at
Photos by Sara Shea
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Group 1033 from left to right: Rea Oberwetter
are all equal "This isn't 'my'
group," Guldin said, "it's 'our'
group" the group is named in
honor of Guldin' s father. "My
father, who graduated from the
College of Wooster, still holds
the record for career basketball
rebounds with 1032. When he
died of cancer when I was 13,1
promised him I would break the
record, keeping it in the family,"
said Guldin.
"Throughout college, I've
been pretty haunted that I never
followed through on my prom-
ise. I felt like I let him down, and
it was an awful feeling. But now
I know that he's proud of me for
who I am. This is my way of
breaking the record," Guldin
continued. "It ties in nicely to
the idea that what we're doing is
for the whole family."
Guldin admits the story is
not a funny one, and can be an
awkward one to tell. "But that's
okay," he said. "My dad was
amazingly funny. When he was
sick, he emphasized laughter as
medicine, as his way to deal with
illness. The essence of that is
what we 1033 want to convey,
that laughter is a weapon for good
and positivity," said Guldin. "So
the story helps to convey that our
group is about making every-
one."
1033 seeks not only to en-
tertain everyone, but also open
OMENTS
if -
combat the
Kenyon?
Matt GUman '02
See how high I can count
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'9S. Dean Simakis '02, Levin O'Connor ' 01, Ben
up new opportunities for people.
"I've dealt with a lot of frustra-
tion at not doing what I wanted
to do at Kenyon," said Guldin,
"and if we could help people do
things they wanted to, then that
would be an amazing thing."
"We're giving people an out-
let to do something they' ve never
done before," said Oberwetter.
r
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Kate McCory
Katie McCory knew be-
fore Kenyon orientation four
years ago that she was going to
be an art major. As a junior in
high school McCory found her
passion: studio art. On March
26, her Kenyon art career will
come to a close, as she and
classmates Susie Kim and
Kelsey Olds will have a joint
showing in Olin Art Gallery.
.
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Billy Burch '01
I think about whether
security should have
guns.
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Mranda ShaferVore '99 and Scott
Of the 10 members of 1033, only
two, Guldin and Will Hickman
'99, have past experience with
comedy groups at Kenyon. "I
was chosen solely on the basis
of my good looks," deadpanned
Dean Simakis '02, "because I
have absolutely no other quali-
fications for a group of this level
of humor." Simakis was selected
KATIE McCORY
Major: Art
According to McCory, last
semester art maj ors were told, "not
to think about our final projects
but to work on pieces which would
help us search for our passions."
Towards the end of the fall semes-
ter, McCory had an idea for her
project, which would be a repre-
sentation of the progression to find
oneself.
The piece consists of a se-
ries of five dyed panels of a
translucent fabric which are cov-
ered in images and various poems
or thoughts. These panels are made
up of individually dyed pieces
which McCory then sews together
by hand. The length of the panels
vary, as well as the way in which
Julie Novic '01
I keep myself so in-
volved with everything
that I don't remember
what day it is.
Thursday, March 4, 1999
along with Randy Riggs '01 and
Fiorelli from the open auditions.
The other members, selected
by Guldin because he "felt like this
was something they would enjoy
and be good at, and for the most
part, hadn't done before," include
John Green '00, Hickman, Maher,
Oberwetter, O'Connor and Ben
Vore '99. Though most of them
may be rookies regarding comedy
groups, "we've all had some son
of performance experience," said
Riggs.
As 1033 begins collaborating
on scripts and rehearsing for its
first show, they are dealing with
the same apprehensions any new
group on campus faces. "I'm co-
ncerned other comedy groups will
see us as competition, which we
aren't," said Guldin. "All of the
groups are very funny," said Green.
"We're just doing something di-
fferent, not better, and we hope they
see it that way."
1033 will present its full-lengt- h
show in April. The group
suggests bringiug the whole fam-
ily, to wimess the funny while it's
still strictly amiiteur. "We see this
as a stepping stone for writing for
the Dr. Katz show on Comedy
Central," said Green. "This is an
opportunity ibr us to hone our
writing skills before we go pro."
they hang off wooden sticks.
"Some ofmy friends brought
back things like shells and
beads from being abroad, so
I have included those on
some panels as well; kind of
as a cultural representation."
McCory hopes the pan-
els give off a "stained glass,
church window" feel to them.
"It' s a very calm; quiet piece.
As you move from each
panel, there is a progression
from lonliness to joy," said
McCory. It's a representa-
tion of the search to find
ourselves ... the one I went
through ... the one we all go
through."
,--
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Jon West '00
Surfing the web, drink-
ing with friends, pulling
not-fijt- ny jokes, playing
indoor ultimate frisbee ...
at 10 p.m. on Sundays!
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Professor honored for years of dedication
BYALYSSPENSLEY
StaffWriter
The Classics department will
celebrate the career of retiring Prof-
essor William McCulloh at a dayl-
ong symposium on March 27 in
Higley Auditorium. Eighteen of
McCulloh's former students will
navel to Gambier from all over the
country to read papers on their vari-
ous careers, from journalism to the
ministry, or their continued work in
classics.
Among them is William King
"97, winner of aMellon Fellowship;
King will speak on his ongoing
study of runic inscriptions. The
Reverend Isaac Kikawada, an episc-
opal priest and scholar who earned
his degree from the old divinity
school at Bexley hall, will travel
from San Francisco to read a paper
at the symposium. McCulloh taught
Comedy and coitus
SHAYLA MYERS
StaffWriter
Sex. Everyone at Kenyon talks
about it The Sexual Harassment
Task Force wants to move past the
gossip andbring the conversation to
a deeper level. March 28, as part of
their "Open Up and Go Deeper,
promoting communication and con-
sent at Kenyon" campaign, the task
forcewill sponsor an appearance by
comedian Maria Falzone, who has
made talking about and laughing
about sex her career for the past four
years. When the task force mem-
bers decided that communication
lTHeiilM:
Adding yin to council's yang
BY SARAH GELMAN
StaffWriter
"In the past, Greek Council
has been very successful and
productive and I think, as Presi-
dent, we can continue to improve
as a council for the good of all
Greeks and students in general,"
said Candice Jones '00 of her
new position as president of
Greek Council. Jones also
serves as Rush Chair for NIA
sorority and a server and baker
for the Red Door Cafd. Addit-
ionally, she works in the history
department and is involved in
dance.
As president of Greek
Council, Jones' duties involve
organizing and leading meet-
ings, acting as the official
spokesperson for Greek Coun-
cil and heading the cabinet,
which otherwise consists of all
men. Jones is the first female
president of Greek Council.
"This was strictly a men's
school thirty years ago. I think
it' s a good sign to have a woman
thirty years later sit on Greek
Council as president," Jones
said.
Greek to the Japanese native in the
1960's. Two of McCulloh's fellow
classics professors, Assistant Profes-
sor Carolin Hahnemann and former
visiting professor Harrian Mills, will
also speak at the symposium.
McCulloh says that he is ex-
cited to "imagine what it will be like
to see former students from 1961
through 1998, all gathered together
at one place and time." He ex-
pressed his thanks to all those who
are making the symposium happen,
especially Classics Professor Rob-
ert B ennett, who is on leave this year.
Originally from Worthington,
Ohio, McCulloh graduated from
Ohio Wesleyan University.
McCulloh earned an undergraduate
degree in music but also studied
Greek and Latin. He began to focus
on classics while at a Rhodes
Scholar at Oxford. Now in his last
year as a full time professor,
should be a major issue this year,
they knew that ordinary panel dis-
cussion was not the best approach.
Task Force member Sarah
Schwenk '02 said, "We wanted a
different take on educating the cam-
pus ... entertainment and humor,
rather than lectures." The task force
approached other campuses and
groups to find out what worked, and
they found Maria Falzone.
Falzone educates and entertains
campuses around the country
through her program, "Sex Rules."
Her performance, which she tailors
to fit the audience of each campus,
is as Wendy Hess, equal opportuni
!Mhi!il(v w lp1aaMUti:
Candice Jones '00
George Ciuca '99, former
president of Greek Council, is
happy with Jones' appointment.
He acknowledged her active con-
tribution to Greek Council over
the past year in activities such as
the Greek Council haunted house,
Greek Olympics, Greek Week and
helping to create a Greek awards
system. "I personally hope that
Candice' s position will be able to
stir up even more of a female
presence in the Greek System,
both in Greek Council and as far
as membership in sororities," said
Ciuca.
Jones has been involved with
McCulloh commented, "Some
people feel sad, some people feel
relieved, I feel a mixture of the two.
I am enjoying it a lot" McCulloh
also feels that this year is his "last
chance to communicate all that I
feel about the inexhaustible signifi-
cance and beauty of Greek lan-
guage and literature."
McCullloh hopes to use his
years of retirement to pursue sev-
eral long-deferr- ed projects, includ-
ing completing a book about the
Neo-Platoni- st philosopher Pseudo-Dionysi- us
that he has been work-
ing on for roughly 30 years.
McCulloh plans to travel and to
play violin in an informal string
quartet led by Professor Emeritus
of Physics Franklin Miller. He also
said that he will immerse himself
in the immense amount of reading
in Greek, Latin and Sanskrit that he
has not had time to do.
collide
ties officer and ombudsperson, said,
"very interactive. Falzone tries to
make it relevant and make everyone
feel like part of the solution."
Falzone has appeared on tele-
vision numerous times, including
on A & E's Evening at the Improv
and Showtime' s Full Frontal Com-
edy. Bringing comedy to the serious
issues surrounding sex is one of
Falzone' s strongest assets. As Hess
said, "Her approach seems refresh-
ing because its not typical. I think
we really need a shot in the arm
when talking about issues of sexual
communication, and I think she'll
provide that"
the NIA sorority since her first
year, and now sits as Rush
Chair. NIA sponsors activities
such as the coffeehouse last
semester which raised money
for a battered women's shelter
in Mount Vernon. In past se-
mesters NIA has been involved
in Black History programs in
Mount Vernon as well as on
campus. "As an organization,
our members don't just work
with NIA. We're all involved
with a lot of different activities
that make us diverse and able
to bring back different views
and ideas that help our organi-
zation," said Jones.
A psychology maj or, Jones
plans to work for awhile after
graduation before considering
graduate school. "I am inter-
ested in homeopathic medicine
and how we can integrate that
with people suffering from psy-
chological illnesses and
disorders," said Jones of her fu-
ture plans.
Jones recently served on
the search committee for the
history department's position in
African and African American
Studies.
-
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Professor of Classics William E. McCulloh.
The Lie that Makes You Buy: Why Homophobia is a
Feminist Issue
BY EMILY HUIGENS
Ask yourself this simple question as a challenge: What is it
about Gay, Lesbian, B isexual and Transgendered people that elicits
a negative reaction? In fact, when we get down to it, few of us can
tell for sure the sexual orientation of someone we don' t know. Given
that, what makes us feel justified in labeling that person "queer"?
Perhaps it's a woman wearing overalls, combat boots and no
makeup who doesn' t look quite as hungry as she should. Perhaps it' s
aman who looks as ifhe spends more time in the library than the gym.
Or maybe it' s someone unafraid to hold someone' s hand of the same
gender. For some reason, we feel confident that those people are
probably "queer," or at least not as "straight" as ourselves. That
assumption all too often gives us license to oppress that person, to
avoid socializing with them, to assume we have little in common, to
reduce them to their perceived sexual orientation, and never see
beyond it. We assume those strong women to be man-hater- s, best
avoided, and those men to be sissies, with nothing to offer us.
What about those of us who are left? What about those of us
women who spend our time dieting, making up our faces, working out,
all to look acceptably interested in the attentions of men? What about
those people who spend fortunes every year on catalog clothing to
appear acceptably non-threateni- ng, with pastel sweaters and slim black
pants? Why should those "queers" matter to us? Because we'rejustas
trapped as they are by a restrictive gender identity.
What heterosexual women are victimized by is not the direct
oppression of their very possibly charming macho boyfriend. Rather,
it is the larger patriarchal society that benefits from keeping them away
from those man-hate- rs and sissies. This system benefits from those
catalog purchases and trips to the makeup counter. If we believe we'll
be called a lesbian if we're too fat, or too strong, if we believe gay and
bisexual men are valuable only in getting us the attention of a hetero-
sexual male friend, we'll never be anything but pawns to that system.
It' s the same one that tricks us into thinking we're buying thousands of
dollars of clothing and cosmetics of our own free will.
We women, and especially those of us who are college students,
owe it to ourselves to make the struggle for gay, lesbian, bisexual,
and transgender freedom our own. This struggle is not just about
freedom to have sex with whomever we choose, it's about the
freedom to be a whole person. Being only what this culture decides
is female tears away part of our true selves, and it leaves us aching
from that loss forever.
JODY'S
109 S. MAIN
MOUNT VERNON
397-957- 3
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Public Affairs
MONDAY thru SATURDAY
6 ajn. to 3 p.m.
SUNDAY 8a.m. to 3 a.m.
$3 DELIVERY CHARGE TO
KENYON
MONDAY thru FRIDAY
10 a.m. td 2 pjn.
SATURDAY BREAKFAST BUFFET
7 a.m. to 2 p.m.
SUNDAY BREAKFAST BUFFET
8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION
Mastercard, and Visa acceptedDiscover. American Express,
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Chamber
BY BETH WALKENHORST
StaffWriter
While the restof us head home
or to sunny spots Friday, the Cham-
ber S ingers will begin an eight-cit- y
tour of the Midwest. The group
will perform at churches and
schools in Illinois, Minnesota,
Ohio, Pennsylvania and Wiscon-
sin each evening from March 6 to
March 13. The tour itinerary is
listed below. The final performance
of the tour repertoire will be on
Sat., March 27 at 8 p.m. in Rosse
Hall. Admission is free of charge.
The group's concert program
on the tour and here at Kenyon
features a fairly traditional reper-
toire, emphasizing works from the
20th century and the Renaissance,
as well as the 19th century and the
baroque era. Many of the songs are
based on biblical texts or the po-
etry of American poets as Emily
Dickinson and Walt Whitman.
Composers include Bach, Elliot
Carter, Rachmaninoff and
Tchaikovsky.
"This year's tour program in-
cludes our usual eclectic mix," said
the group' s director, Associate Pro-
fessor of Music Ben Locke, "but
with the added dimension of music
from South Africa. We will be
singing the world premiere of one
piece by South African composer
Hans Roosenschoon entitled 'O
Drama, drug deals
BY MICHELLE SANTANGELO
Senior StaffWriter
Howard Korder crowds two
brothers into a gritty, inner city
apartment and throws a critical drug
deal into the mix. As the deal de-
velops, so do the tensions and the
relationship between two brothers
who barely knew each other be-
fore matevening.M'giAaieuver,
the final senior thesis production
of the year will be presented on
March 26 and 27 at 8 pjn. in the
Hill Theater. Tickets will be avail-
able at the Bolton Box Office
starting March 24.
"Korder writes a lot of lower
class city dramas about subjects
relating to men," said Chris Hall
'99, who acts in the production in
partial fulfillment ofhis senior the-
sis requirements for drama, as does
Dave Heithaus '99.
"It's about two brothers who,
through the death of the their
mother and the absence of a father
figure, have to figure out their rela-
tion to each other," said Director
Brian Nowakowski '99."It'sabout
them making a working relation-
ship. They're discovering what it' s
like to be brothers. And it' s about
drugs, it's about a deal, it's" about
the big break."
Heithaus, who portrays the
older brother, Lou, said "It's kind
of a generic, urban setting. The
older brother has this ... drug deal,
that's hopefullv going to get him
out of the
While Lou tries to set up the
Singers:
Waar Is Moses,' a setting of po
etry by South African poet Adam
Small."
Professor Locke and his wife
Kay traveled to South Africa last
summer on a Kenyon Summer Sti-
pend, one of three awarded each
year. He brought back several songs
including "O Waar is Moses" and
the South African hymn "Noya
Na?"
"It was especially gratifying
to be able to bring back a lot of the
music ofSouth Africa," said Locke,
"and make it come alive for the
people in Gambier, and now for
the many folks on our Midwest
choir tour."
"The African pieces were real
crowd pleasers at the Winter Con-
cert," said Jeana Visel '01, a
member of the ensemble. "I can
tell that going to South Africa has
been a good thing for Doc Locke ...
he's brought back a fresh perspec-
tive on music across cultures that
will really energize our tour."
"The tour is incredible be-
cause it is when we, as a choir,
really bring our months of hard
work together," said Hilary
Lowbridge '99, co-presid- ent of the
group. "The tour is also a great
opportunity for the group to have
fun together, get to know each other
better, and make amazing friend-
ships even stronger."
Visel noted the importance of
What: Night Maneuver
When: March 26 and
27, 8 p.m.
Where: Hill Theater
deal, Hall's character, Tim, con-
sistently interferes.
"It centers around a series of
phone calls about a drug deal.
They're battling each other for
power in the relationship, kind of a
contest to see who can better orga-
nize the deal," said Hall.
Aside from the phone calls,
rapid-fir- e conversation and the
occasional fist fight between the
brothers keeps the show moving.
"It' s similar toMamet in terms
of dialogue, a lot of quick, witty
banter between the characters,"
said Heithaus. "It's an actor's show.
If we can bring the complexity of
these two characters out, it has the
potential to be one of the better
character shows done here."
"I really like the
language,"said Nowakowski. "I
like the realism of the language
and the familiarity it shows be-
tween them. It's not entirely a
comedy, obviously, but the way
they antagonize each other, the
brother-dynami- c, is really well-writte- n.
There's alot of storytelling
in it and the construction of the
stories is fantastic."
"We're really working on
making the stories come to life,"
said Heithaus. "Fight fans will not
be disappointed in the show, ei
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The 1998-199- 9 Chamber Singers
such an intense schedule of perfor-
mance on the tour, "Tour is the
time when we tighten up and put
the final polish on the songs. We
are totally free from our sheet mu-
sic, and that helps us concentrate
on fully evoking the emotions of
the songs, the meanings that the
composers and lyricists meant to
be conveyed.
"We really come together as a
choir; we're not just singing our
individual parts."
Visel added, "Everyone
should definitely come see the
home concert. It's the crowning
moment for us during the year, and
we'll be at our best when we know
that people really want to hear us."
in Hill Theater after break
ther."
Originally, Hall was slated to
direct the show, rather than act, but
when they realized that the script
mentioned the younger brother as
bigger, they had a problem. With
the physical nature of some of the
scenes, the relation was important.
"It's hard to find someone big-
ger, you know, tougher, than Dave,
so we settled on taller," said Hall.
"Chris is enormous, and it's
not that Dave is small, physically,"
said Nowakowski. "In terms of
height, though, he could be seen as
kind of diminutive. Onstage, next
to Chris, Dave looks like a dwarf.
The fights are all about Dave pick-
ing a fight to prove his manliness,
and, almost cartoon-lik- e, Chris
holding him out at arm's length."
Of his switch from directing
to acting, Hall said, "It's been a
change, acting. I've been focusing
on directing the last year. It's hard
to get into the moment sometimes.
My character starts and ends the '
show, so it's tough to sustain the
energy."
For Nowakowski, though, the
change provided an opportunity.
"I hadn't had a chance to direct a
full-leng- th show like this," he said.
"I approach the writing and the
language first, but with directing
... it's blocking, how the action's
going to appear onstage. It's a new
hat for me."
While Heithaus is maintain-
ing his more usual role of acting,
his part in the show has not been
without difficulties either.
to a city
.
1
v . . .
begin a tour of the Midwest this weekend.
Saturday, March 6, 8 p.m.
Knox Presbyterian Church
3400 Michigan Ave.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45208
Sunday, March 7, 7:30 p.m.
Tuscola High School
50Q S. Prairie
Tuscola, 111. 61953
Monday, March 8, 7:30 p.m.
Court Street
United Methodist Church
215 North Court Street
Rockford, 111.
Tuesday, March 9, 8 pjn.
Our Lady of Grace Church
5071 Eden Avenue
Edina, Minn. 55436
4. ,
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Seniors Dave Heithaus and Chris Hall in Night Maneuver. Megan Bohr
"The hardest part or me has and hopefully people will get into
been to get past the witty dialogue,"
Heithaus said. "It's very easy to
fall into a stereotype of a wiseass
older brother who's very clearly
abusive. So I've been working at
getting beyond the stereotype and
creating the illusion of a real per-
son."
The play has numerous
strengths to make it appealing to
various audiences.
Hall said, "I think audiences
will like it because it's dramatic.
It's got real moments of tension,
Thursday, March 4, 1999
near you
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Guy Lipp Photography
Wednesday, March 10, 8 pm.
McFarland Lutheran
5529 Marsh Road
McFarland, Wis. 53558
Friday, March 12, 7:30 p.m.
Grace Episcopal Church
315 Wayne St.
Sandusky, Ohio 44870
Saturday, March 13, 8 pjn.
Church of the Cross
5901 Millfair Rd.
Fairview, Pa. 16415
Saturday, March 27, 8 p.m.
Home Concert
Rosse Hall
it, the same way they would an
action movie."
"It can be appreciated on many
different levels," said Heithaus. "If
you're there for a character study,
you're going to enjoy watching the
character develop. If you're a fan
of witty dialogue that leans toward
the dark side ofhumor, there's alot
of that More importantly, it's a
good story. It's sort of a mystery.
You're not sure what's going on. I
think one of our risks is that people
will miss what's going on."
Music, poetry, java
at Owl Creek Revue
The Owl Creek Revue will bring together music, poetry and coffee
Friday night, March 26 from 8-- 12 in Gund Commons. The coffee house
serves as a fund raiser to defray the cost of producing the group's CD.
Admission is $2. Scheduled to perform with the Owl Creeks are the
Chasers, the Cornerstones, the Kokosingers and the Stairwells, as well as
other Kenyon students, who will play instruments, read poetry and sing- -
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Oscar picks: Can you outguess our aficionado?
James Sheridan's Top Eight Films of the Year
1. The Truman Show
2. The Thin Red Line
3. A Simple Plan
4. The Spanish Prisoner
5. There 's Something About Mary
6. Out ofSight
7. Saving Private Ryan
8. American History X
Best Director
Roberto Benigni, Life Is Beautiful
John Madden, Shakespeare In Love
Terence Malick, The Thin Red Line
Steven Spielberg, Saving Private Ryan
Peter Weir, The Truman Show
A very toughest category to call, the year's Best Director
traditionally directs the Best Picture. Unfortunately, I
believe that the best directed film is not often times the
best film of the year. However, every winner of this
category in the 90s has directed the Best Picture. The last
deviation was Oliver Stone's win in 1989 for Born on the
Fourth ofJuly, while the Oscar for Best Picture went to
Driving Miss Daisy. So, Steven Spielberg is the best bet
to earn his second directing Oscar. Peter Weir and John
Madden both directed wonderful films but the Academy
embraces war films (Platoon, Braveheart, Forrest Gump)
and traditionally snubs comedies and fantasies. Perhaps
Terence Malick, the esoteric recluse can dethrone
Spielberg here. Malick is a peerless visionary in an
industry built around opening grosses and star power. He
delivered a tough, dream-lik- e film that avoided cliches
and theatricality while doing justice to an excellent book.
In Saving Private Ryan, I could hear the wheels turning
in the script as characters were being developed. A win
for Malick here would be a public acceptance of a
creative talent outside the Hollywood system. Theref-
ore, it is unlikely. Life Is Beautiful' s Roberto Benigni is
still a threat though. I am certain this man will get the
chance to make some sort of speech at the Academy
Awards, no doubt with much carrying on. For either
directing, acting, or writing, Roberto Benigni will win.
James Thinks Will Win Steven Spielberg,
Saving Private Ryan
James Wants To Win Terence Malick,
The Thin Red Line
Best Supporting Actor
James Cobum, Affliction
Robert Duvall, A Civil Action
Ed Harris, The Truman Show
Geoffrey Rush, Shakespeare In Love
Billy Bob Thornton, A Simple Plan
Probably the toughest category to call, this year's Best
Supporting Actors include three previous Oscar winners
(Duvall, Rush and Thorton). Robert Duvall' s slick Harvard
lawyer was the best part of A Civil Action. Ed'Harris,
nominated for 1995' sApollo 13, could walkaway with it.
His performance as the god-lik- e TV producer Chris tof in
The Truman Show was fantastic but that film was virtu-
ally ignored by the Academy and that has to hurt his
chances. Geoffrey Rush's magnificent turn in
Shakespeare In Love was overshadowed by other perfor-
mances in that film. Rush meets Billy Bob Thornton head
to head again this time in the supporting category. In
1996, he earned a Best Actor Oscar for Shine over
Thornton's chilling Karl Childers from Sling Blade.
Thornton s moving and devastating acting as the inept
brother Jacob in Sam Raimi's A Simple Plan was prob-
ably one of the finest pieces of work I have ever seen but
I doubt that many voters saw that amazing film. This
leaves James Cobum, established Hollywood veteran,
who earned his first nomination as the father in Affliction
and I think that he might be a good choice as well. My
heart tells me Ed Harris or Billy Bob but I have to bet on
James Cobum.
James Thinks Will Win James Cobum, Affliction
James Wants To Win Ed Harris, The Truman Show
or Billy Bob Thornton,
A Simple Plan
BY JAMES SHERIDAN
Film Critic
From Omaha Beach to Guadalcanal, from William
Shakespeare to Queen Elizabeth, from Truman Burbank to
Roberto Benigni, the 71st Annual Academy Awards are
shaping up to be one of the most entertaining and surprising
shows ever. Although Shakespeare In Love leads the way
with 13 nominations, Saving Private Ryan and Life Is
Beautiful are close behind. Only one thing is certain: March
21 at 8:30 pjn., the world will be watching the Oscars.
Presenters scheduled to appear include Jack Nicholson, Jim
Carrey, Uma Thurman, Kim Basinger and Harrison Ford.
The Honorary Award will be given to director Elia Kazan,
the man behind such classic films as On The Waterfront,
East ofEden, andA Streetcar Named Desire. The Irving B.
Thalberg Memorial Award will go to director Norman
Jewison, the man behind such classic films as In The Heat
Of The Night, Fiddler On The Roof and Moonstruck.
.
- -
Supporting actor Ed Harris in The Truman Show.
Best Picture
Elizabeth
Life Is Beautiful
Saving Private Ryan
Shakespeare In Love
The Thin Red Line
Despite last minute charges from both Life Is Beautiful
and Shakespeare In Love, Saving Private Ryan remains
the front-runn- er for Best Picture. Spielberg's opus to
the World War II generation has steamrolled all of its
competition since its release this summer. In a year of
great political upheaval, Saving Private Ryan seems
like a safe, innocuous choice that will honor all of the
veterans in a tasteful way ; Spielberg' s efforts to chronicle
that era of American history shall be rewarded. The
vote, however, may be divided between the two war
films. The Thin Red Line has polarized viewers: audi-
ences have either loved it or hated it That type of gut
reaction does not bode well for the slow-movin- g, ellip-
tical film, but it will cut into Ryan's vote. The question
is how much? Life Is Beautiful will probably be
rewarded with the Best Foreign Film Oscar, but if not,
then it could pull an upset. Shakespeare In Love is a
strong possibility, but only if the Academy decides to
reward a comedy, something they have not done since
Annie Hall in 1977. Elizabeth has the least likely chance
without prominent nominations in other categories and
without strong critical support these past months. To
win, a picture needs control over many of the technical
categories: editing, sound, cinematography and score.
The theatrical Saving Private Ryan will win because of
Steven Spielberg while history will remember 77ie Thin
Red Line as the most engaging war movie of the 90s.
James Thinks Will Win SavingPrivate Ryan
James Wants To Win The Thin Red Line
There you have it, my predictions. You will notice that
I predict that two actresses Judi Dench and Cate
Blanchett will win this year for playing Queen Eliza-
beth I. Saving Private Ryan will win five Oscars and
Shakespeare In Love will win six. Tune into the Acad-
emy Awards on Sunday March 2lst and see if my
predictions hold water.
Best Actor
Roberto Benigni, Life Is Beautiful
Tom Hanks, Saving Private Ryan
Ian McKellan, Gods and Monsters
Nick Nolte, Affliction
Edward Norton, American History X
I respect Edward Norton's work as highly as I do any
current American actor. American History X, although
an uneven and troubling film, was anchored by Norton's
searing portrayal of a neo-Na- zi in Venice Beach. He does
not have a chance though. If Saving Private Ryan
dominates, Tom Hanks may win his third Best Actor
Oscar. However, his performance in Saving Private
Ryan was decidedly strong, but not his best. Nick Nolte
earned a myriad of critical support for bis role as an
alcoholic trying to regain his life in Affliction. Nolte' s
fiery performance in The Thin Red Line will definitely
help his chances; he would be a very worthy choice. Sir
Ian McKellan played homosexual director James Whale
in Gods and Monsters, the type of story that Hollywood
should embrace. However, Robert Benigni's perfor
mance in Life Is Beautiful has been compared to that of
legends Charlie Chaplin and Buster Keaton. If the
Academy wanted to single out Benigni individually, this
would be the best place to do it.
James Thinks Will Win Nick Nolte, Affliction
James Wants To Win Edward Norton,
, American History X
Best Actress
Cate Blanchett, Elizabeth
Fernanda Montenegro, Central Station
Gwyneth Paltrow, Shakespeare In Love
Meryl Streep, One True Thing
Emily Watson, Hilary and Jackie
Fernanda Montenegro' s performance in Central Station
was so heart-breaki- ng that she --may win if that film
manages to rally enough support. Meryl Streep, perhaps
the most dominant actress of our time, with her amazing
eleventh nomination in this category, cannot win. She
simply cannot earn the Oscar. Emily Watson, the young
and luminous star ofBreaking The Waves and Hilary and
Jackie, will suffer from the controversy surrounding her
film's portrait of cellist Jacqueline du Pre. Look for
Emily Watson to win several Best Actress Oscars in the
future, perhaps even next year for Angela 's Ashes. I just
cannot believe that the Academy would recognize
Gwyneth Paltrow at this early stage in her career. True,
her performance in Shakespeare In Love was outstanding
but I think that Cate Blanchett is more established and
respected. The Academy loves Australians and I think
that Blanchett will win the Oscar.
James Thinks Will Win Cate Blanchett, Elizabeth
James Wants To Win Fernanda Montenegro,
Central Station
Best Supporting Actress
Kathy Bates, Primary Colors
Brenda Blethyn, Little Voice
Judi Dench, Shakespeare In Love
Rachel Griffiths, Hilary and Jackie
Lynn Redgrave, Gods and Monsters
The sentimental favorite here would be Redgrave, last
nominated in 1966 for Georgy Girl. Her performance
as the housekeeper in Gods and Monsters captured the
hearts of Golden Globe voters. Kathy Bates, a Best
Actress winner in 1990 for Misery, turned in a pungent
performance in Primary Colors, but it will be ignored
because of its heavy political overtones. Griffiths and
Blethyn will both suffer from starring in independent
films. Their nominations are their rewards. That leaves
Dame Judi Dench, who lost out on the Best Actress
Oscar last year for Mrs Brown. Dench has acted in a
significant body of work from films like Henry V to
Tomorrow Never Dies. Her role as Queen Elizabeth I
in Shakespeare In Love will earn her the Oscar.
James Thinks Will Win Judi Dench,
Shakespeare In Love
James Wants To Win Judi Dench,
Shakespeare In Love
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of elements
5. Holds record for most passes without
an interception
7. Ancient calculator?
8. Life is Beautiful actor,
director, writer
10. Big money, big business
1 1
. Trivial
12. The English Patient author
19. What Sixteen Candles parents forgot
20. Where you would find Jaffa
22. Arab's contribution to math
24. Limmerick country
27. Kenyon alum on salads
29. Clark's travel companion
3 1 . First five books of the Bible
33. Light reflector?
35. Where you would find the
Rodin museum
38. Computer in Eden?
40. Study
Gosh, sir, why is
pledging so darn
important?
1 Czlz
-
-
71 r I 1 r ir 1 1 1 1
Down
1
. Senior's greatest need
2. Geographical Center of Ohio
3. Gambier's downtown hangout
4. Chart
Yu see, little brother.
pledging teaches youths
the values of brotherhood
Across
6. She played Clarice Starling
7. Tennis star who died of AIDS
9. Zach, Slater, Lisa, Kelly, Screech and?
13. From "Hairspray" to daytime TV
14. Pepsi's competition
1 5. Great lake
16. Where Marge stores the family loot
17. Chelsea's new home
18. Cigarettin in England
21. The "righteous path" in Islam
23. Sartre, for one
25. Ninety of them in each corner of a square
26. Peirce alternative
28. Ohioan on "Dawson's Creek"
30. Kenyon competitor, academically
32. Mama's
34. Queen's planet?
36. Trudge
37. Brandon, Kelly, Steve, Dylan, and?
39. Great lake
4l: Tunisian capital
42. Don Juan of "Cheers"
43. Xylem's partner
But what's th
in memorizing all of
mese random facts?
.
Making your way in the world today takes everything you got. Getting
away from all your worries sure would help a lot. Wouldn't you like to get away?
Sometimes you want to go where everybody knows your name, and they're always
glad you came. You want to be where the people see their troubles are all the same.
You want to go where everybody knows.. .no, wait, that's the theme song to "Cheers."
Sorry, I got carried away. I'm supposed to be introducing the Collegian 's new advice
columnist, Anne Douglass '01.
When die daily Gambler grind brings you down, Anne offers up solutions. Drop
offyour own questions in the special boxes inside the
Paying reverence to the history
of the fraternity is an integral
step in learning the power 01
unity, loyalty, ana secrecy.
ttt pee. bie bro,
how do you explain
all of the enforced
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Gund and Peirce dining halls.
Dear Anne,
Ihave a FordExplorer here on campus, but one ofmy friends is constantly asking
to borrow it. I certainly don 't mind ifbe does every once in a while, but lately it seems like
the only reason he hangs around is not because he appreciates my friendship but ratherfor
my ride. The last time Isaid turned him down for the Explorer, he became very angry and
called me selfish. What should Ido
Sincerely,
Feeling Jeeped
Dear Feeling Jeeped,
Your friend is being manipulative. He is making you fed guilty for not letting him
take what is yours to lend. This land ofmanipulation happens all the rime. What you need
to remember L that when romething belongs to you, youiiave every right not to let someone
use it. Furthermo-.e- , you should by r.o means feel bad about asserting yourself and saying no.
It may be true that your friend is only your friend because you have off campus access, but
stand firm. Ifhe remains your friend, he is sincere; ifhe takes off as quickly as he would with
your car, forget about him.
Dear Anne,
I try to study in the library, I really do, but the cushiony" chairs and silent
atmosphere always put me to sleep. I need aplace to study, but every time Ienter Olin my
biological clock hits the "snooze " button. What 's the best way to stay perky and working
even in this soporific setting? Heck, I hardly have enough energy to finish this
paragra. ..yawn, .zzz zzz zzz
Dear Sleepy, ,
Exercise plays an important part in our energy level. It is true that we as
students forget just how demanding our schedules really are, we often forfeit a good
night's sleep for an all-nig- ht cram session. While that may be necessary from rime to
time, we must also remember to take care of our bodies. Following a regular sleep
schedule, working out regularly, and eating right are all helpful means of keeping
healthy and staying awake. We are still young and need to give our bodies as much
attention and activity as we do our minds. Exercise will improve your sleep, and you
will be able stay awake and alert more easily.
Look for last week's Crossword and answers at the
Kenyon Collegian Online
www2.kenyon.edupubscollegian
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Shut up, pukey,
and eat your onion, j
Got Hijinx? Contact Dean Simakis at simakiskkenyon.edu
--J
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March Madness
picks you can bet on
BY SCOTT GULDIN
Senior Staff Columnist
What I'm about to write
might sound harsh. It might of-
fend you. You could conceivably
hate me for having written it But,
please know that I write it only
because I'm'thinking about your
best interests. I'm always think- -
fog about you. To be perfectly
honest, your happiness is my pri
mary reason for living.
Got it? Okay.
This NCAA men's basketball
tournament that's approaching?
Know the one?
Take all the money you have
and bet on it. Every dollar you
own. Join betting parties through
the Internet. Bet with your
friends. Find an office somewhere
and enter its betting pool.
"But isn't gambling illegal?"
you ask, eyebrow arching in
"No," is my answer. I could
be wrong, but I
think Ohio has
pretty liberal
gambling laws.
Anyway, that's
rot the important
part
What really
matters is the
sense of accom-
plishment you'll
feel when the
dollars start roll
ing in. Everyone
you know will be
envious of your
shrewd ability to
predict the fu
ture. You'll ex-
perience the rare
high that comes
with profiting
'What really
matters is the
sense of accom-
plishment you'll
feel when the
dollars start roll-
ing in. You'll
experience the
high that comes
with profiting
from the diligent
efforts of amateur
athletes.'
from the diligent efforts of ama-
teur athletes. There's really noth-
ing better in life.
Also, and less significantly,
you'll be my hero. By earning us
so much money, you will have
guaranteed that I won't need to
find a job when I graduate in two
months. You will have given me
that is, us the free and easy
life we deserve.
In order for this plan to work,
you'll have to make informed
choices. This is where I come in.
I can help you, if you'll only lis-
ten.
First, don't give in to the
temptation to pick underdogs.
The risk is far greater than the
reward. Teams that strike you as
pathetically undeserving of play-
ing post-seaso- n basketball make
bad impressions for a reason. This
means Mount ' St. Mary's,
Samford, and Siena are out.
Keep your eye on teams
dominated by goofy-lookin- g
white guvs. This, I'm aware, is an
obvious contradiction of the first
rule. But, without fail, every year
a team dominated by goofy-lookin-g
white guys goes amazingly
far. What were the Duke teams
of Bobby Hurley and Christian
Laettner, if not a dynasty of awk-war- d
Caucasians? More re-
cently, Keith Van Horn took his
tall socks and vacant stare to
the Elite Eight, and it wasn't
because Utah had an extremely
talented team. It was because
teams, understandably, under-
estimate opponents who are
both goofy-lookin- g and white.
For the task at hand, this means
Valparaiso and Creighton are
solid sleeper picks.
Admit it You've been im-
pressed by the Big Ten this year.
It has produced a number of solid
teams, all of which have a decent
shot of making a serious run in
the tournament Please, though,
for the sake of decency, don't
even think about banking on Big
Ten teams.
Smart money
knows they al-
ways choke.
Also don't go
with the over-
whelming fa-
vorite. Most
"experts" are
saying that
Duke will have
little trouble
winning it all
this year. Even
North Carolina
coach Bill
Guthridge con-
cedes that this
year's Duke
squad might be
the most com-
plete team he's
ever seen. But what few people
know is that, in years when the
United States' president is im
peached, the team ranked num
ber one at season's end has ad-
vanced no further than the sec
ond round in the -- tournament.
Okay, I made that up. I just hate
Duke. If you win money pick
ing Duke, I only want thirty
percent. I take that back. I still
want all the money, but I won't
feel good about it.
Perhaps most importantly,
don't over-analy- ze your poten
tial pick. Studying statistics and
trends and records, ultimately,
will get you nowhere. Keep it
simple. If you like the team s
school colors, things will prob
ably work out for the best, and
we will end up filthy rich.
In the end, I can't make this
decision for you. I'm here to sup
port you, hough, if you need any
more hefp. I have complete con
fidencein you. I know you'll pick
Maryland.
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Maggert shocks the golf world
BY GEOFF LOOSE
Staff Columnist
Last Wednesday, the 64 best
golfers in the world descended
upon the Lacosta Resort in
Carlsbad, Calif, to play the Ander-
son Consulting World Champion-
ship of Golf. This tournament was
the first of four major tournaments
that will bring all of the world's
best players together, a match play
event similar to the NCAA basket-
ball tournament The players were
seeded according to their world
ranking in a single elimination
tournament
Most golf analysts and week
end hackers expected the world's
elite players such as Tiger Woods,
David Duval and Ernie Els to domi-
nate this tournament; however,
many of the high seeds fell early in
the competition. Unlike the NCAA
basketball tournament the players
in professional golf are much closer
to each other in ability and the world
rankings are determined in medal
play competition, which requires the
player to be much more consistent
than in the match play format The
beauty ofmatch play is that a player
can have a bad hole and still have a
realistic chance to win the match.
The match play format created
an amazing competition, and by the
semi-final- s, there were no golfers
from the top 20 present Names un-
familiar to the casual golf fan such
as Andrew Magee, Steve Pate,
John Huston, and Jeff Maggert
battled for the $1 million dollar
first prize.
Maggert, a player who con-
sistently drives in the fairway and
lands hjf iron shots on the green,
emerged "as the glorious champion
Sunday. While network producers
were not enthused about the lack
of top rated players playing this
weekend, the lower ranked play-
ers gave them and golf fans around
the worloVsome of the most excit-
ing golf ever played.
Women's Tennis
The Kenyon women's tennis team defeated the University of Rochester 7-- 2 at Case Western Reserve
University Sunday. Gaining victories in singles for the Ladies included Erin Hockman '99 (6-0,6-- 1),
Brooke Roeper '03 (6-0,7-- 5), Nan Sagooleim '01 (6-3,6-- 0) and Elly Sherman '02 (6-3,6-- 0). The doubles
teams of Caryn Cuthbert '00 and Hockman (8-3- ), Roeper and Sagooleim (8-- 1) and Ndeye Khady Diop '99
and Nicole Harbauer '00 (8-- 2) also won for the Ladies.
Equestrian
The Kenyon equestrian team participated at a show this weekend at Findlay, Ohio, placing third. Emily
Scott '01 and Claire Bohnengel '02 placed second in fence jumping, while Annie Layn 99 placed fourth
and Sarah Pearce-Batte- n '01 took sixth in the event. Jason Apple '02 took first place overall and Amy
Czech '02 and Anne Tyrrell '00 finished fifth and sixth, respectively.
Track:
conferences
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second away from a scoring po-
sition, time that could be cut
when faced with more challeng-
ing competition.
In his first attempt at the
300m dash, Aaron Hamilton '01
skillfully paced himself to
twelfth place in the second fast-
est time in Kenyon history
(39.12). Hesitant to over-emphasi- ze
this accomplishment,
Hamilton said, "as long as I
make it to outdoor track without
being injured I will be happy."
Summing up the Lords ef-
forts, Rob Passmore '02 com-
mented, "Our team has had some
struggles this season; people
haven't been performing at
meets as well as they were in
practice, but with each race we
get closer to excellence. After
today's meet we will be looking
to make a strong impression at
Conference. The 4x400m relay
has a shot at the school record,
and Ryan Snyder '99 could also
best his earlier record in the
5000m. It's going to be a great
meet." Hamilton also optimisti-
cally anticipates this weekend's
events, "We may have a good
shot at winning the conference
meet."
Kenyon students remaining
on campus this weekend are en-
couraged by the team to drive
out to the Conference champion-
ship meet, held at Denison Fri-
day and Saturday, to show their
support.
PEACE CORPS
TH E TOUG H EST JOB YOU'LL EVER LOVE"
The world needs your experience.
We are recruiting for over 1000
volunteer positions in Education,
Environment, Agriculture, Business,
Health, Nutrition, and othefareas.
Call to discuss your qualifications.
1-800-42-
4-8580
jffgSfc WWW.PEACEC0RPS.GOV
Bad Tan Lines...
...
or bad decision making?
Please have a safe Spring Break and
make responsible alcohol decisions.
We'd like to see you back on campus.
Brought to you by the Kenyon Coalition Call 5643 for information
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Ladies fall
Close second-roun- d
Ladies' season at 6-- 10
BY SUSANNA OK
StaffWriter
The sixth-seede- d Ladies
basketball team lost to the second-
-seeded Tigers of Wittenberg
University, 65-6- 0, in the second
round of the North Coast Ath-
letic Conference tournament Fri-
day night. It was an extremely
tight, physical game.
Karen Schell '99 won the tip-o- ff
for the Ladies, who scored the
opening points of the game. The
Tigers were never far behind and
tied the game six times in the half.
Neither team led in the first half
with a margin greater than three
points. Despite 20 Ladies turn-
overs, Schell's bank shot with six
seconds left the Ladies on top at
the end of the half, 29-2- 7.
North Coast Athletic Conference
to add Hiram, Wabash Colleges
BY IAN SHOWALTER
Sports Editor
The North Coast Athletic
Conference Presidents' Council
voted unanimously to accept
Hiram College and Wabash Col-
lege into the conference Dec. 17,
bringing the number of member
schools to 10, according to an
NCAC news release.
Excepting football, Hiram and
Wabash will compete in the NCAC
in all of their sports beginning in
Ladies indoor runners
BY CHARLIE PUGH
Senior StaffWriter
The Kenyon Women's in-
door track team had another suc-
cessful outing Friday, competing
at the unscored Denison All-Come- rs
Meet.
The meet was highlighted by
several strong performances, espe-
cially in the 800m and 1500m. In
the 800m, Gelsey Lynn '00 placed
third in 2:28, Becky Rosser '02
placed fourth in 2:29 and Katherine
Kapo '02 took sixth in 2:32. Laura
Shults won the 1500m in 4:50 and
Christine Breiner 99 took fourth
in 5:00. Dana Monde '01 placed
fourth in the 400m in 63.7 and
Erica Neitz '01 placed second in
the 300m in 45.9.
Said coach Duane Gomez,
"It was a good meet for the La-
dies, though it was basically a fine
ti ning type of meet. Everyone
just ran one event and some look
the meet for resting. Shults had
a i amazing race in the 1500m in
i nning a personal best and only
t o seconds off of NCAA provi-- s
)nal qualifying. This time also
gives her the number one rank-
ing in the NCAC. For her efforts
to Wittenberg in NCAC
loss to Tigers ends
in the conference
Another competitive half en-
sued as the Ladies maintained
their slim lead. Stephany
Dunmyer '00 launched a three at
14:35 to put the Ladies up by
five, 43-3- 8. A minute later,
Brooke Bergdahl '01 connected
on a turnaround jumper that in-
creased their lead to seven. Per-
sistence was the Tigers' key, as
they tied the 'game at 56 with
four minutes remaining.
It was a battle to finish as
Schell converted on two free
throws to put the Ladies back up
58-5- 6. However, with 1:29 re-
maining, the Tigers retook the lead,
62-6- 0, and held on to win, 65-6- 0.
The loss ended the Ladies'
season with a 6-1- 0 record and sixth
place in the NCAC. The Ladies
finished 12-1- 3 overall.
the fall of 1999. The schools will
participate in the conference in
football beginning in 2000.
The Hiram Terriers will be
leaving the Ohio Athletic Confer-
ence, and the all-me- n's Wabash
Little Giants are leaving the Heart-
land Collegiate Athletic Confer-
ence to join the NCAC.
NCAC chil ter member Case
Western Reserve University will
leave the conference in the fall
to begin full-tim- e participation
in the University Athletic Asso
Laura was named NCAC Runner
of the Week."
He continued, "This is also the
second best time in Kenyon his-
tory, second only to the NCAA
national champ in the 1500m
Kelley Wilder '93. Laura ran a
very smart race in sitting behind
the leader for six laps, then put-
ting on a tremendous kick over the
final 200 meter lap to win by more
than four seconds."
Gomez continued, "Breiner
also had an indoor personal record.
She ran right with Shults until the
final lap as well. Mondo ran a very
strong race in the 400m, which is
her first open race of the season.
This time currently ranks her num-
ber four. She was named Kenyon
runner of the week. Our 800m run-
ners continue to give good show-
ings in meets with their 3-4- -6 fin-
ish, and Neitz did a nice job in the
300m."
Mondo feels good about her
team's chances this week. "This sea-
son has been highlighted by several
outstanding individual races and
relays. Hopefully this weekend we
can pull together and' give a strong
team performance as well. Distance
running at Kenyon has been tradi- -
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The Ladies celebrate their victory over
ciation.
In the news release, Ohio
Wesleyan and NCAC president
Thomas B. Courtice was quoted as
saying, "We are delighted to wel-
come both Wabash and Hiram into
the NCAC. Both are outstanding
academic institutions and we are
proud to have them share in the
many successes of the conference.
Each endorses the important ide-
als of the NCAC and will enrich
the conference through their own
unique contributions."
whomp competition
'We have had some incredible individual perfor-
mances. I think the team is ready to take on the
conference. I'm looking forward to seeing what
damage we can do.'
Katherine Kapo '02
tionally strong, but even with a lim-
ited squad, our diverse talents in
other events should send a clear
message that the Kenyon women's
track and field program as a whole
is on its way up."
Mondo continued, "The
beauty of track lies in its simplic-
ity; basically we'd like to run faster
than our opponents. I believe we
definitely have the work ethic, tal-
ent, and desire necessary to accom-
plish this goal."
Concerning conference cham-
pionships, Gomez said, "The
NCAC conference meet is up this
weekend. It's hard to say where we
will place. We have a lot of good,
solid talent, but the Ladies can't
boast about depth in most events
with exception to the 800m.The lack
of depth and our weakness in the
field events will probably play a role
in our indoor finish. However, the
basketball
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Earlham in their final home game.
Men's indoor runners
prep for NCAC finals
BY MELISSA HURLEY AND
DANAMONDO
Senior StaffWriters
Each indoor season the
Denison University "Last
Chance" meet provides athletes
with one final opportunity to
improve upon previous times,
throws, and jumps before head-
ing into the championship sea-
son. Although the Lords indoor
track team put forth a few solid
efforts, they seem to be saving
strength of individual talent could
come through, and we could be
surprising out there. So far the La-
dies have done quite well. All we
can do is ask them to give their all
out there on that indoor track over
the weekend. That we know they
will do."
Kapo also liked Kenyon's
chances this week. "Friday's meet
was a last shot for the team to lower
some times and get another race
in before the conference meet We
had some impressive individual
performances. We're looking
strong in a number of events, es-
pecially mid-distan- ce and distance
events. I think the team is ready to
take on the conference. I'm look-
ing forward to seeing what dam-
age we can do."
The NCAC Indoor Champi-
onships will be held Friday and
Saturday at Denison University.
Thursday, March 4, 1999
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their true speed and ability for
this weekend's conference meet
"The calm before the storm,"
predicted head coach Duane
Gomez.
Ken McNish '01 started
things off with the highest Kenyon
finish of the night, placing se-
cond in the triple jump (40'6"). A
few events later Crosby Wood '99
showed a glimpse of his potential
in the 1500m run, crossing the line
in a time of 4:12.74 to take fourth
place.
Wood has consistently been
among the top four in this event
during the indoor season and is
ready for a breakthrough perfo-
rmance. "I have been racing well,
but I would really like to have
one outstanding race, and I can't
think of a better time for it to
happen than this weekend,"
Wood said.
John Jordan '99 managed to
sprint the last 50 meters of the
400m race, winning his heat and
finishing eighth (53.86) overall.
This was only five tenths of a
see TRACK, page eleven
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